Addendum No.4

Date Issued: June 21, 2018
RFP Name: Culinary Art’s Equipment
RFP# 2018-PUR-027

1. Are we just providing cost for equipment and installation on the attached appendix A?
   YES

2. On the kitchen equipment drawing, it has 3 Double Stack Vulcan Ovens and only 2 on the appendix. How many is needed?
   2 ovens only

3. Do we need to provide and install line 8, 9, and 10 on the kitchen equipment drawing? This is not on the appendix A to be quoted
   No – items 8, 9 and 10 will not need to be installed, bid or provided under this RFP.

4. Line 19 on the Kitchen Equipment Schedule drawing states Integral Sink per architectural plans. Is this by others, since it is not on Appendix A?
   Yes, these items are provided by others and not part of this RFP.

5. Will these be awarded by lot or by line?
   The bid will be awarded as one bid. It is all or none.

6. On the Walkin cooler spec do you have a drawing? These are usually combination boxes with one section being a cooler and the other being a freezer with a dividing wall in between. However it could be two entirely separate boxes too.

   Other than the drawing provided by the architect (PDF) which was attached in Addendum 1 & 2. We don’t have specifics on whether they are two separate units or one separated by a wall.

   You can use AmeriKooler or Thermalite. If you use AmeriKooler, please bid the model numbers listed. If you bid a Thermalite, please get as close to those dimensions provided, knowing that there is a floor in the freezer called out and the cooler doesn’t have to have a floor, but can if needed.

7. Does the Van Horn High School have a delivery dock, or do we need to have lift gate service for these deliveries?

   VH does have a delivery dock, yes. It is on the north side of the building.
8. ***We are amending the RFP to include the following brand on the char broiler: Vulcan, Model number VCCB36 or equal as it relates to the other specs listed.

9. Spec change to the walk-in cooler:

   AmeriKooler DC080877 FBRC Indoor Walk-In Cooler, 7'-10" W x 7'-10 1/8" L x 7'-7" H, With Floor, Remote OR equal from Thermalrite (please match the dimensions as closely as possible).

10. What is beneath building floor? On grade or basement?

    The floor below this one is the first floor and at grade. It is a metal shop (new as well).

11. Is this an all or none bid

    This will be all or none. We will not bid by line item.